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1. I …………at home yesterday.
2. She ……….. Very happy.
3. They ………. not excited about the party.
4. We …….. in Turkey last year.
5. He ……..not angry in the morning.
6. You …… at school two days ago.

Use was /were.







Was the plant next to the 

armchair?

Yes , it was.

it



Was it………………..?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t.





Were the flowers on the

table?

Yes , they were.

they



Were they………………..?

Yes , they were.

No , they weren’t.





Was the mirror above the

armchair?
No, it wasn’t.

it

It was above the plant.



Was it………………..?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t.





Were the pictures behind the

armchair?

No , they weren’t.

they

They were behind the sofa.



Were they………………..?

Yes , they were.

No , they weren’t.



Checking the form



Let’s read 
together.



She         at school.was ?

They          in Paris.were ?

Yes, she was.
No, she wasn’t.

Yes, they were.
No, they weren’t.

He           happy.was ? Yes, he was.
No, he wasn’t.

We           angry.wereyou ? Yes, we were.
No, we weren’t.



1.Controlled practice : 



Missing Game 
(Answer then look at the picture again and 

check.)



Was the clock opposite the 

lamp?

Yes , it was.



Was it …………….. ?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t. It was………… .





Were the teddy bears on the

floor?

No , they weren’t.

They were on the sofa.



Were they…………….. ?
Yes , they were.

No , they weren’t.
They were…………...





Was the TV in front of the

door?

No, it wasn’t.
It was in front of the window.



Was it …………….. ?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t. It was………… .



Free practice: asking Ss to do a pair work, asking a question and 
then answering a complete sentence







……….the ………… next to the

clock?
No , ……………. .

………………..…………………… .



Was the lamp next to the

clock?
No , it wasn’t .

It was next to the mirror.



Was it………………..?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t.





………………….. under the table?

…….. , ……………. .



Were the plates under the table?

Yes, they were .



Were they………………..?

Yes , they were.

No , they weren’t.





…………………………………………………..? 

No , ……………… .



Was the plant next to the TV? 

No , it wasn’t .

It was next to the sofa .



Was it………………..?

Yes , it was.

No , it wasn’t.





…………………………………………………..? 

Yes , ……………… .



Were the teddy bears on the sofa? 

Yes , they were .



Were they………………..?

Yes , they were.

No , they weren’t.



Listening to the audio














